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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF COLLAPSE LOADS 
USING FINITE ELEMENT METHODS 

S. W. SLOANt AND M. F. RANDOLPH$ 

University Engineering Department, Trumpington Street, Cambridge, England 

SUMMARY 

In this paper, the ability of a displacement-type finite element analysis to predict collapse loads accurately 
is investigated. For the usual assumptions of ideal plasticity and infinitesimal deformations, attention 
is focused on undrained geotechnical problems. The theoretical criterion originally developed by 
Nagtegaal er al.' is applied to each member of the serendipidity quadrilateral and triangular family of 
elements, up to and including those with a quartic displacement expansion. This method of assessing the 
suitability of a particular type of element is shown to be valid for any constitutive law which attempts to 
enforce the constant volume condition at failure, such as critical state type soil models. The method is also 
generalized to permit an assessment, a priari, of the suitability of any given mesh which is composed of a 
finite number of elements of the same type. It is postulated that the 15-noded, cubic strain triangle is 
theoretically capable of accurate computations in the fully plastic range for undrained geotechnical 
situations which involve axial symmetry or plane strain. This prediction is verified by a series of numerical 
experiments on footing problems. Extending the work of Nagtegaal et d.,' it is established theoretically 
that if lower order finite elements are employed rigorously for non-trivial undrained problems with axial 
symmetry, then it is impossible to predict the exact limit load accurately, regardless of how refined the mesh 
may be. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that finite element plasticity solutions often become highly inaccurate in the 
fully plastic range. This is nowhere more apparent than in problems of soil mechanics, where the 
limiting loads inferred from numerical analysis can be compared with exact collapse loads 
obtained from limit theory. For an undrained footing analysis, in which pointwise incompres- 
sibility of the soil is rigidly enforced, it is not uncommon for finite element results to 
overestimate the true failure load by a large margin, or, worse still, to exhibit no failure load at all 
( S l ~ a n , ~   TO^,^ Toh and Sloan,* Rowe and Davis6 and Chen'). 

Within the realm of soil mechanics, the need for accurately determining impending collapse 
arises frequently, especially when exact (or closely-bracketed) limit solutions cannot readily be 
derived, or sophisticated constitutive laws are employed for which the bounding theorems no 
longer hold. This paper is essentially concerned with ascertaining failure, from a finite element 
analysis, for the broad sub-class of undrained plane strain or axisymmetric loading situations 
where deformations are assumed to be infinitesimal. 

As noted by Toh and Sloan' and by S l ~ a n , ~  most published work on finite element 
computations in the fully plastic range has failed to compare numerical and limit theory results, 
except for simple problems (such as the thick cylinder) for which solutions will nearly always be 
satisfactory. 
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A particularly comprehensive analysis of the problems associated with predicting limit loads 
accurately for plasticity problems has been given by Nagtegaal et al.’ Concentrating on materials 
for which Tresca or von Mises-type constitutive relations are valid, they demonstrated that 
many of the lower order finite elements are unsuitable for elastoplastic computations. This is due 
to the excessive number of kinematic constraints imposed on the incremental displacement 
fields as collapse is approached. Indeed, under axisymmetric loading, it was demonstrated that 
none of the elements commonly employed would furnish accurate results. The assessment 
criterion developed is general in the sense that it is valid for an arbitrary mesh topology, can be 
extended to three dimensions, and is applicable to an element of any shape or order. 

In response to the poor performance of the 4-noded isoparametric quadrilateral for structural 
problems, a modified variational principle was proposed by Nagtegaal et al.’ in which both the 
dilatational strain rate and the velocities were admitted as independent variables. The pro- 
cedure requires only minor changes to the strain rate-velocity matrices in a traditional stiffness 
formulation and, hence, is particularly convenient from a programming standpoint. It can also 
be extended to finite displacement analyses. In addition to the structural mechanics cases 
presented by Nagtegaal et al.,’ Toh3 and Toh and Sloan’ have subsequently shown the approach 
to be both reliable and accurate for the 4-noded quadrilateral element, over a broad range of soil 
mechanics problems. Its major shortcoming, however, is that it can be employed only for 
non-dilatational materials. It will be demonstrated in this paper that there is no need to resort to 
this formulation. Instead, the Nagtegaal et al.’ criterion may be satisfied by the use of higher 
order elements. Previously, such elements have been uneconomic as they lead inevitably to 
stiffness matrices with a large bandwidth. The use of frontal solution techniques, however, 
obviates this problem. 

2. SUITABILITY O F  ELEMENTS FOR COMPUTATIONS IN 
THE FULLY PLASTIC RANGE 

In this section, a theoretical treatment of the problem of predicting limit loads accurately from 
traditional displacement finite element formulations is given. The work presented is an 
extension and critical examination of the ideas first postulated by Nagtegaal et ul.,’ with special 
emphasis on the modelling of undrained soil behaviour. The essential steps in developing a 
criterion of suitability will be briefly restated here in order to illustrate the underlying 
assumptions and restrictions. It will be demonstrated how the criterion (originally developed for 
limiting meshes with infinitesimal elements) may be extended to assess the suitability of specific 
meshes with a finite number of elements. The far-reaching consequences of the paper by 
Nagtegaal et al.’ do not appear to be well known in the field of soil mechanics. 

2.1. The constraint of zero volume change imposed on element grids at impending collapse 

As a starting point, it will be shown that, for the usual material idealization adopted in metal 
plasticity, the kinematically admissible velocities from a finite element solution become highly 
constrained at impending collapse. In particular, deformation increments must be such that the 
material is strictly incompressible. 

From the principle of virtual power, a tangent stiffness finite element solution must satisfy 
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where represents the surface traction rates on the surface area S, kij denotes the stress rates 
following from the prescribed constitutive law in terms of the current stresses vi,, and iii are the 
strain rates within each element. 

If it is assumed that all plastic deformation is deviatoric then, for an isotropic, homogeneous, 
ideal elastic-perfectly plastic material, the right-hand side of equation (1) can be decomposed 
into deviatoric and volumetric components according to 

where Sij and iij are the deviatoric stress and strain rates respectively, K = E/3(1-2v)  is the 
elastic bulk modulus (for which E denotes Young’s modulus and v Poisson’s ratio), and kkk 
represents the volumetric strain rate. 

Just prior to collapse, the elastic region of the continuum (if it exists) will tend to become 
self-equilibrating and will not contribute to the right-hand side of the above equation. In the 
plastic region, for non-dilatational elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour, the term Siji i j  will tend to 
vanish at each point but, in accordance with normality, will never be negative. Consequently, for 
an incremental finite element procedure, as the limit load is approached 

Thus, in order that the finite element assemblage is capable of accurately modelling collapse 
behaviour, it is necessary that the elements can at least deform so that ikk = 0 for each point 
throughout the plastic rkgime. If this is not possible, then equation (3 )  demands that the 
load-deflection response must always have a positive slope and not tend toward a limiting value. 

For an undrained soil problem, with a Tresca or von Mises-type of constitutive relation, it is 
possible, by definition, to state that i & k  = 0 for any point in the elastic region throughout the 
entire loading range. (The approximate sign is because Poisson’s ratio must be less than 0.5 in a 
traditional displacement finite element formulation to avoid singularity in the elastic stress- 
strain matrix.) Clearly, this case will be even more constrained than for metal plasticity, where 
Poisson’s ratio is typically of the order 0.3 and some volume change can occur in the elastic 
elements. 

So far, attention has been focused on ideal stress-strain relations for which plastic defor- 
mation is solely a function of deviatoric stress, such as the Tresca or von Mises laws, and the 
elastic Poisson’s ratio (assumed constant throughout yielding) lies between 0 and 0.5. Another 
class of constitutive laws which are of particular interest in soil mechanics are the Cam-clay 
generation of models; a full account of the development and application of these may be found 
in Schofield and Wroth.’ In these models, which incorporate strain-dependent hardening and 
softening behaviour, the constant volume condition is rigidly enforced throughout the entire 
loading range for undrained problems (i.e. up to and including failure). Indeed, embodied in the 
ideas of critical state soil mechanics is the concept of failure of the soil with no change in volume 
locally. Hence, if this type of constitutive relation is adopted, the result deduced from equation 
(3) for purely deviatoric plasticity (namely that the elements must be able to deform such that 
ikk = 0 pointwise in order to simulate collapse behaviour accurately) can merely be stated, 
without proof. Since this constraint must be satisfied for each load increment (regardless of 
whether impending failure is being approached or not) and for every element throughout the 
discretized body, there are serious implications for numerical analysis. Failure to comply with 
the condition of zero volume change may result in the complete load-deflection response being 
in error. 
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In summary, it is especially important that in undrained problems in soil mechanics, where the 
constant volume condition is specified a priori, the elements must be capable of deforming in an 
incompressible fashion point by point throughout the entire mesh. It will be demonstrated, 
subsequently, that this requirement severely constrains the kinematically admissible modes of 
deformation that meshes using traditional elements are capable of exhibiting under plane strain 
and axisymmetric loading. 

2.2. Analysis 

Following Nagtegaal et al.,' in order to ascertain whether a particular element assemblage is 
suitable for accurate elastoplastic analysis, it is necessary to evaluate the ratio of degrees of 
freedom to constraints, for the limiting case of a very fine mesh. If this ratio is less than one, 
convergence to the true limit load will generally not be obtained, and an alternative scheme is 
desirable. 

It is possible to determine this limiting ratio by: 
(i) calculating the number of degrees of freedom per element as the grid is refined. (Note 

that if the mesh is refined uniformly, this number will also be constant for any sub-region 
of the body.); 

(ii) ascertaining the number of constraints per element imposed by the incompressibility 
condition (which will vary for different element types); 

(iii) using the results of steps (i) and (ii), viz. 

degrees of freedom - degrees of freedom per element 
constraints constraints per element 

- 

Each of these steps will be considered in turn. 
( i )  The number of degrees of freedom per element for the limiting case of a very fine mesh. 

Consider a body, loaded under plane strain or axisymmetric conditions, which is discretized 
arbitrarily using elements of identical type, for example the 15-noded cubic strain triangle 
depicted in Figure 1. For any straight-sided element, the sum of internal nodal angles can be 
readily calculated as an integer multiple of T. In the case of the cubic strain triangle of Figure 1, 
this sum is equal to 1 6 ~ .  More generally, it is possible to write 

j 

sum of internal nodal angles = 0: = mrr (4) 
i = l  

297 

4 
element e 

\ 
2 L 

Figure 1 .  Internal nodal angles for a 15-noded cubic strain triangular finite element 
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where j is the number of nodes per element and m depends on the element type. For a mesh of n 
elements, 

n i  

sum of internal nodal angles = C 0; 
e = l  i = l  

= n m r  

Recalling that for an s-sided domain with no cut-outs, the sum of boundary internal nodal 
angles is (s - 2)7r, an alternative expression to equation ( 5 )  is 

n i  
1 8 ; = ( 2 k + I - 2 ) 7 r  

e = l  i = l  

where k is the number of interior nodes in the body and 1 is the number of nodes along its 
boundary. 

More generally, if there are cut-outs within the s-sided domain, the sum of boundary internal 
nodal angles is (s + 2c - 4)7r, where c is the connectivity.+ Hence, the sum of internal nodal 
angles is given by 

n i  

C 8 : = ( 2 k + I + 2 ~ - 4 ) r  
c = l  i = l  

Equating (5) and (6) and rearranging furnishes 

n 2 1 2c-4 
k m mk mk 

+-+- -=- (7) 

Upon refining the mesh, n, k and 1 will all increase causing the last term to tend to zero. In 
addition, if the mesh is refined uniformly, k will increase at a much faster rate than 1 and hence 

or, inverting and writing in terms of degrees of freedom for a two-dimensional problem 

where p is the total number of interior degrees of freedom. 
Equation (8), first derived by Nagtegaal et d.,' furnishes the number of degrees of freedom 

per element, in the limiting case of an infinitesimally discretized mesh made up of elements 
whose internal nodal angles add up to mr.  Since the mesh is refined uniformly, this relation is 
also valid for any sub-region of the body (such as a plastic zone). Although it was originally 
stipulated that the elements must be straight-sided, equation (8) is also true for a grid with 
curved boundaries since, starting with a relatively fine discretization, equations ( 5 )  and (6) are 
approximately correct. 

(ii) The number of constraints per element imposed by the incompressibility condition. 
To illustrate how the number of constraints (enforced by the constant volume condition) can 

be calculated for any given element type, consider the 4-noded isoparametric quadrilateral 
shown in Figure 2. 

t Defined as the number of different ways any two points within a domain can be connected. For example, a domain of 
arbitrary shape with one cutout (also of arbitrary shape) has a connectivity of 2. 
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Figure 2. 4-noded isoparametric quadrilateral element 

1 L 

0 
X V 

Figure 3. Pascals triangle for serendipity (incomplete) quadrilateral elements 

Noting the alignment of local and global coordinates for this example, and using Pascal's 
triangle (Figure 3), the displacement increments within each element may be expressed as 

u = a ,  + a z x  + a 3 y  + a 4 x y  

d = ff5 + a g x  + f f 7 y  + f f x x y  
(9) 

where f i  and ti denote velocities in the x -  and y-directions respectively, and the a1, a2, . . . , ax 
are unknown coefhcients and are functions of nodal velocities and coordinates only. 

From equation (3), it is necessary for the elements to be able to deform in an incompressible 
fashion in order that collapse can be inferred accurately. For plane strain conditions, the 
incremental constant volume condition is given by 

F,  + i" = 0 

or 
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f f 1  ‘ 

f f2  

ff3 

ff4 

f f 7  

f f 8 ,  

Differentiating equations (9) and inserting into the above furnishes 

(ffz+(Y7)+ff4Y +(Ysx = 0 (11) 

In a finite element analysis, it is usual to evaluate the element stiffness matrix contributions (and 
stresses) at a discrete number of integration points. For the 4-noded quadrilateral, 2 x 2 
Gaussian quadrature is often used for both plane strain and axisymmetric loading. In this case, 
the incompressibility condition, represented by equation (ll), needs to be satisfied at 4 
independent locations within the element. Adopting matrix notation, the constant volume 
requirement for plane strain is conveniently summarized by the equations 

, = o  

where the ( x l ,  yl) ,  . . . , (x4, y4) are the coordinates of the numerical integration stations. In 
general, the matrix on the left-hand side of the above equation is of rank 3 and, consequently, 
there are 3 independent constraints on the ai. These are easily shown to be 

ff4 = f f g  = f fz+(Y7 = 0 (13) 

Thus, for a 4-noded rectangular element with four-point integration, the incompressibility 
condition imposes 3 constraints upon the nodal velocities-provided the local and global 
coordinates are aligned as illustrated in Figure 2. The same result can also be established for a 
straight-sided quadrilateral of arbitrary shape, and is discussed in detail in Appendix I. 

In contrast, if one-point (or ‘reduced’) integration is employed to evaluate the stiffness terms 
and stresses, the incompressibility condition imposes only 1 constraint on the kinematically 
admissible nodal velocities, i.e. 

( ~ 2 + ( ~ 7 +  a4yl + a s x l =  0 

The above procedure can also be repeated for axisymmetric conditions, where the incremen- 
tal constant volume condition is given by 

&, +&, +&, = 0 

or (14) 
a u  ar; u -+-+-=o 
ar dz r 

In a similar fashion to the plane strain case, the incompressibility condition for axisymmetric 
loading results in the matrix equations 
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In general, the above matrix is of rank 4 and, hence, there are 4 independent constraints on the 
a,. For the 4-noded quadrilateral element with four-point integration, this furnishes the result 
that there are a total of 4 constraints per element on the kinematically admissible nodal 
velocities. It is interesting to note that if a higher order quadrature scheme is used, for example a 
9-point (3 x 3) rule, then the matrix on the left-hand side of equation (15) will have rank 5 .  This 
will demand that the constant volume condition is satisfied throughout each element and 
increase the number of constraints per element from 4 to 5 .  

(iii) The ratio of the total number of degrees of freedom to total number of constraints for the 
limiting case of a very fine mesh. 

Employing equations (8) and (13), it is possible to ascertain whether the 4-noded iso- 
parametric quadrilateral element is suitable for limit load calculations. For this element, m is 
equal to 2 in equation (8) and hence, as the mesh is refined, the number of degrees of freedom 
per element approaches 2. From equations (13), for plane strain, and a 2 x 2 integration-rule, 
there are 3 constraints per element. Therefore, in the limit, the ratio of degrees of freedom to 
constraints only equals 5. Similarly, for axisymmetric conditions, equations (8) and (15) reveal 
that the limiting ratio of degrees of freedom to constraints is equal to f .  Hence the element is 
deemed to be generally unsuitable for predicting limit loads under plane strain or axisymmetric 
loading, for the usual undrained soil or metal plasticity assumptions. Note that in the latter 
case, where some volume change in the elastic zones may occur, it is necessary to compute the 
ratio of degrees of freedom to constraints in the plastic region. As noted before, however, if 
the mesh is refined uniformly, then the number of degrees of freedom per element will be 
constant for any given sub-region of the body (such as the plastic zone). Nearing collapse, 
the plastic boundary will cease to grow and, if it is assumed that elements are either elastic 
or fully plastict (i.e. no half-failed elements), the computation of the limiting ratio of hegrees 
of freedom to constraints is identical to the case when the entire mesh deforms at constant 
volume. 

In the above calculation, it has been tacitly assumed that the total number of constraints, 
imposed by the incompressibility condition, is simply equal to the number of constraints per 
element times the total number of elements. When special arrangements of elements are used 
under conditions of plane strain (for example, when 4 constant strain triangles are coalesced to 
form a rectangle), this assumption is slightly pessimistic, as discussed in detail by Nagtegaal ef  
a/.' 

2.3. The predicted performance of some common types of finite elements 

Table I summarizes the results of applying the foregoing analysis to some of the more common 
types of elements. The entries for the first two categories of triangular and quadrilateral 
elements have already been given by Nagtegaal et al.;* the remaining ones have been derived by 
the authors. 

It should be noted that, in certain extreme cases where the deformation field is particularly 
simple, the various constraints may no longer be independent and the predictions in Table I may 
prove conservative. For instance, in the case of a thick-walled cylinder, subjected to internal 
pressure under plane strain conditions, the deformations reduce to a one-dimensional field of 
radial movement only. This example is discussed further in Appendix 11. The results given in 

t An assumption which is true in the limit for a large number of elements. 
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Table I are for the general case, where all the geometrical and incompressibility constraints are 
linearly independent. 

Bearing the above reamarks in mind, for loading in plane strain, most of the commonly 
employed elements should yield relatively accurate estimates of collapse load for the classes of 
problem previously discussed. The most notable exception is the 4-noded isoparametric 
quadrilateral. The poor performance of this element in the fully plastic range has already been 
noted by Nagtegaal et uf.,’ Toh’ and Toh and Sloan.’ The satisfactory properties predicted for 
the 8-noded quadrilateral, the 12-noded quadrilateral, the linear strain triangle and the cubic 
strain triangle will be verified subsequently in Section 3. Available evidence for the constant 
strain triangle given by Chen’ and Rowe and Davis6 suggests that, provided a sufficiently 
fine discretization is adopted, then an acceptable estimate of impending failure may be 
obtained. 

In contrast to the plane strain case, the results for axisymmetric loading are disastrous for most 
of the common elements in use. Indeed, only one element, the cubic strain triangle, can be 
expected to furnish an accurate estimate of the limit load. This prediction will be substantiated 
by numerical experiment in Section 3. The poor convergence characteristics of the 4-noded 
quadrilateral for undrained analyses of axisymmetric footing problems (with a Tresca yield 
criterion), has been explicitly noted in Toh’ and Sloan.* An improved, although still unsatis- 
factory performance for the 12-noded quadrilateral element and linear strain triangle is 
illustrated in Section 3. Relevant published data for the remaining types of elements are 
unknown to the authors. 

The results of Table I have far-reaching implications for undrained soil mechanics problems, 
where the constant volume condition is enforced point by point throughout all the elements over 
the entire loading range. If employed in an axisymmetric situation, most of the common 
elements will not only furnish a poor estimate of the collapse load, but also an incorrect 
deformation response in the early stages of loading. This is due to the cumulative effect of not 
satisfying the incompressibility constraints on the nodal velocities for each load increment. For 
the linear strain triangle and 12-noded quadrilateral under axisymmetric conditions, the 
magnitude of the error in computed load-deflection responses is investigated further in 
Section 3. 

Nagtegaal et ul.,’ having derived the results of Table I for the first two categories of triangular 
and quadrilateral elements, proposed a scheme aimed at improving the response of these 
elements in the fully plastic range. Based on a modified variational principle, in which both the 
dilatational strain increment and the displacement increments are present as independent 
variables, the method only requires alteration of the strain (rate)-velocity relations and is 
thus easy to implement in a standard finite element programme. Subsequent work by Toh’ 
and Toh and Sloan2 proved the approach to be reliable and accurate for the 4-noded quadri- 
lateral when applied to problems of soil mechanics interest. Its major shortcoming, however, is 
that it is only applicable to non-dilatational plasticity problems. 

An alternative method for predicting collapse loads is to use reduced integration as advocated 
by Zienkiewicz.’ One major effect of this approach is to decrease the number of incompres- 
sibility constraints on the nodal velocities. This is clearly seen by noting that the maximum 
number of constraints per element must be less than, or equal to, the total number of integration 
stations used in forming the element stiffness matrices. Consider, for example, the 8-noded 
isoparametric quadrilateral element with n integration points. Following the procedure 
developed in Section 2.2, the constant volume condition for loading in plane strain results in the 
matrix equation 
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f f2  

f f 4  

ff5 

f f7  

ff8 

f f l l  

ff 13 

ff 14 

ff 15 

ff 16 

where (xn, y,) are the global coordinates of the nth integration point. 

. = o  

If the number of 
integration points is greater than or equal to 6, then the rank of the above matrix is, in general, 
also equal to 6. Hence, for a 3 x 3  quadrature scheme, there are 6 linearly independent 
constraints on the unknown coefficients. These are: 

If the number of integration stations is less than 6, the rank of the matrix is reduced and, at most, 
is equal to n. Therefore, with 2 x 2 integration, there are a maximum of only 4 constraints per 
element on the nodal velocities. A similar argument also applies to axisymmetric geometries, 
where the number of constraints is reduced from 9 to 4. As mentioned before, however, the 
price of this increased ‘flexibility’ is that incompressibility will only be satisfied at the integration 
points. 

A theoretical justification for using reduced/selective integration in near-incompressible 
displacement formulations has been given by Malkus and Hughesz5 They demonstrated that, 
under certain conditions, displacement methods with reduced/selective integration are 
equivalent to mixed methods. This equivalence holds for both linear and non-linear materials, 
and has special significance from a computational point of view (i.e. the accuracy of the mixed 
methods can be achieved without the additional expense incurred by an auxiliary field of 
variables). 

The reason as to why Nagtegaal et a/.’ assessed elements only up to and including those with a 
quadratic displacement expansion is, probably, a result of the equation solver used in their 
computer programme. If a traditional bandwidth solution algorithm is employed, then elements 
beyond the 8-noded quadrilateral or 6-noded triangle will generally become economically 
unattractive (owing to the large bandwidth generated). Moreover, if an element contains 
interior degrees of freedom, then a static condensation proceduret should be incorporated for 
efficient computation. Hence it may have been that the higher order elements were not 
considered feasible for practical reasons. As emphasized by Irons and Ahmad,I2 however, all of 
the practical disadvantages associated with higher order elements evaporate if a frontal solution 
technique is utilized. Efficiency is then solely a function of element numbering (which is 
relatively easy to optimize by inspection) and, for elements containing interior nodes, interior 
degrees of freedom are automatically eliminated after their first appearance. 

t In which the interior nodes for each element are ‘condensed out’ of the global stiffness matrix prior to the solution 
phase. 
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In conclusion, the above suggests that, for plane strain or axisymmetric problems of undrained 
soil behaviour and metal plasticity, an element such as the 15-noded cubic strain triangle (or of 
higher order if desired) should be used. If it is employed in a mesh which is fine enough to model 
the true displacement field closely, this element will furnish an accurate estimate of the limit 
load. A frontal solution scheme, although not mandatory, is strongly recommended for higher 
order elements in order to facilitate efficient computation. 

The above approach has the following advantages. 
(i) For problems involving linear elasticity, the important bounding result associated with 

the finite element method, namely that the approximate numerical displacements will 
always be less than the true displacements, is maintained. 

(ii) No substantial modifications to a traditional type of stiffness finite element programme 
are necessary; it is merely a case of incorporating a higher order element. (The shape 
functions, and their derivatives, for the 15-noded cubic strain triangle are given in 
Appendix 111.) In addition, efficient schemes for the numerical integration of a high order 
polynomial over a triangular area are readily available (Laursen and Gellert,I3 Lyness 
and Je~persen '~) .  

2.4. The ratio of the total number of degrees of freedom to total number of constraints for a mesh 

Nagtegaal et al.,' who were primarily concerned with metal plasticity problems, did not 
consider extensions of their analysis to geotechnical situations. For an undrained soil mechanics 
analysis, the constant volume condition is (approximately) enforced over the entire mesh, and it 
is possible to deduce the ratio of the total number of degrees of freedom to constraints directly. 
This is done simply by counting up the total number of degrees of freedom and dividing by the 
total number of constraints. Provided special arrangements of elements are not employed, the 
latter quantity is equal to the sum of the following quantities. 

(i) The total number of elements times the total number of incompressibility constraints per 

(ii) The total number of degrees of freedom for which displacements are prescribed. (This is 

Except in special circumstances, such as the case discussed in Appendix 11, parts (i) and (ii) will 
furnish linearly independent sets of constraints on the nodal velocities. 

Alternatively, for a discretized domain of arbitrary shape, it is possible to derive inequalities 
which furnish necessary conditions for the total number of degrees of freedom to exceed the 
total number of constraints. Equations ( 5 )  and (6) yield 

with a finite number of elements 

e1ement.t (This can be thought of as the total number of material constraints.) 

simply the total number of geometric constraints.) 

n m = ( p + l + 2 c - 4 )  (18) 

where p = 2k is the number of interior degrees of freedom. 
It is now necessary to introduce a quantity, q, denoting the total number of degrees of 

freedom. Writing the number of unrestrained degrees of freedom on the domain boundary as u, 
and the number of restrained degrees of freedom on the domain boundary as r, then 

t Note that special cases may arise along the domain boundary, where it is possible for an element to have a large number 
of its degrees of freedom restrained (e.g. an element in a corner). The number of material constraints imposed upon the 
nodal velocities for each element cannot exceed its number of unrestrained degrees of freedom. 
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and 

Combining equations (18) through to (20) yields 

_ -  4 - 2m4 
n 2 p + u + r + 4 c - 8  

Assuming that no special arrangements of elements are employed, the ratio of the total number 
of degrees of freedom to the total number of constraints is given by 

-- 4 2m4 
nC, + r - Cc(2p + u + r + 4c - 8) + 2mr 

where C, is the number of constraints per element generated by the condition of incompres- 
sibility. This ratio must be greater than unity for the finite element grid to be satisfactory. Thus 

2mr 3 z= 2p + u + r + 4c + - - 8 
c c  ce 

Substituting for 4 (from equation (20))  and rearranging yields 

where m/C,  is the ratio of degrees of freedom to constraints for the case of a limiting mesh of 
infinitesimal elements (see Table I), u is the number of unrestrained degrees of freedom on the 
domain boundary, r is the number of restrained degrees of freedom on the domain boundary, p 
is the number of internal (unrestrained) degrees of freedom and c is the connectivity 
(generally = 1) of the discretized domain. 

Equation (24)  is especially useful for analyses where incompressibility is enforced throughout 
(such as for undrained problems), since it gives direct guidance on-the number of unrestrained 
boundary nodes required. Three cases may be considered, corresponding to m/Cc less than, 
greater than, or equal to unity. 

(i) m / C ,  less than unity. 
Here, the last term on the right-hand side of equation (24) is negative and, for meshes which 

are fine enough to satisfy other requirements for a reasonable solution, it will usually not be 
possible to satisfy 

Clearly, for m / C ,  less than 0.5 (e.g. the constant strain triangle for axisymmetric problems) the 
condition may never be met. 

(ii) m / C ,  greater than unity. 
In the case of high order elements, where m/Cc is greater than unity, the last term in equation 

(iii) m/Cc equal to unity. 
For the constant strain triangle, 8-noded quadrilateral and 12-noded quadrilateral, the ratio 

(24)  will again tend to dominate and most meshes will satisfy the condition, even for u = 0. 

m / C ,  is unity for plane strain problems. For these elements, equation (24) reduces to 

u 2 r +4c - 8  = r  (26) 
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Thus, in order that a refined mesh of these elements is satisfactory globally, for the solution of 
plane strain problems, it is necessary that at least half the boundary degrees of freedom are left 
unrestrained. 

It should be emphasized that the condition given by equation (24) is a necessary one, but other 
criteria (such as ability to match strain gradients correctly) must also be considered when 
choosing a finite element mesh. 

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In the preceding section, strong statements were made regarding the suitability of some common 
types of finite elements for undrained plasticity problems under conditions of plane strain and 
axial symmetry. This section is essentially concerned with substantiating some of these 
arguments by a series of numerical experiments. Although a wide variety of soil mechanics 
examples exist which are suitable for this purpose, attention is focused on the prediction of 
collapse load for footing problems. Such problems are an especially severe test, owing to the 
steep strain gradients which exist at the edges of the footing. All results presented are for total 
stress analyses with a Tresca yield criterion. As pointed out in Section 2, however, any 
constitutive law which enforces the pointwise constant volume constraint, such as the undrained 
modified Cam-clay model, can be expected to exhibit similar trends. 

The limitations associated with the current work in relation to real undrained soil behaviour 
are realized (viz., the assumption of a weightless, homogeneous, continous material with no 
account taken of its strain history), but it is not intended that the results be used in practice. It is 
the authors' belief that before problems can be tackled which employ more realistic constitutive 
laws, it is first necessary to be aware of the errors inherent in the analytical procedure. At 
present, because of the lack of research in the area, this is best achieved by considering highly 
idealized plastic materials for which exact or closely-bracketed estimates of collapse are 
available. All too often, finite element methods are applied in practice without any substantial 
consideration of the problems inherent in non-linear analysis. 

Indeed, finite element computations in the fully plastic range pose a variety of problems; 
equilibrium becomes increasingly difficult to satisfy, discretization error is amplified and last, but 
not least, computer costs escalate sharply. It is therefore crucial that the governing equations are 
solved using a scheme which is both stable and efficient. In the analyses which follow, a variant of 
the Euler integration procedure was used for this purpose. The method requires reassembly and 
elimination of the global stiffness matrix for each load increment and, in an effort to counteract 
the tendency to 'drift' from equilibrium, the resulting unbalanced nodal loads (corresponding to 
the current displacements) are computed and added onto the applied nodal loads for the next 
increment. In addition, the following refinements are incorporated to facilitate accurate 
computation in the fully plastic range. 

(i) A yield surface correction process. This has been employed by numerous authors, 
including Stricklin er al.," Nayak and Zienkiewicz," Chen7 and Carter.I6 In essence, this 
correction rectifies deviations from the yield criterion which, if left unchecked, are 
cumulative. As there is no unique way to scale the stresses back to the yield surface, it is 
arbitrarily assumed that the hydrostatic component and principal directions of the stress 
tensor remain unchanged. 

(ii) The use of sub-increments to obtain an improved approximation to the flow rate. This 
important refinement is due to Nayak and Zienkiewicz," and reduces the sensitivity of a 
non-linear analysis to the size of load increment adopted. It is introduced at an integration 
point level and applies only to points which are no longer elastic. Once a point reaches the 
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yield condition, the elastoplastic stress-strain matrix is determined from the current stress 
state, and the correct plastic stress increment {up}, is given by 

In this equation, i. is the total strain increment at the integration station (derived from the nodal 
velocities for the current load increment using the strain rate-velocity relations), r is the 
proportion of the total strain increment that lies within the yield surface, and the [De-p] 
represents the rate form of the elastoplastic constitutive matrix. Usually, the [De-p] is assumed to 
be piecewise linear, and this exact integral is approximated by 

Clearly, due to the dependence of the constitutive matrix on the current stress level, the accuracy 
of this approximation is increased for smaller strain increments. To obtain an improved estimate 
of the true flow rate, the portion of the total strain increment which lies outside the yield surface 
is divided into n discrete steps (of equal size), and the plastic stress increment is calcdated from 

Thus the [De-p] is updated n times during any given load step. In practice, for a fixed number of 
load increments, the appropriate value of n can be determined by trial and error. For footing 
problems described in the present work, ten sub-increments were found to be sufficiently 
accurate, provided at least thirty load increments were used. A detailed description of 
alternatives to this procedure may be found in Nayak and Zienkiewicz." 

3.1. Smooth rigid strip footing on a deep purely cohesive undrained layer 

The load-deflection response for a smooth rigid strip footing on a deep undrained layer, using 
successively finer mesh arrangements, is shown in Figure 4. With a configuration of seventy-two 
12-noded quadrilateral elements and 824 degrees of freedom, the theoretical collapse value of 
5.14Cu, derived by Prandtl,I7 is captured to within 3 per cent. 

A comparison of 8-noded and 12-noded quadrilateral performance for meshes with approx- 
imately the same number of degrees of freedom is shown in Figure 5 .  For this particular 
example, these two elements furnish an almost identical response with a 7 per cent overestimate 
of the true Prandtl17 collapse load. Rowe and Davis,6 analysing a similar problem, but for 
different material properties, geometry, solution technique and using 324 constant strain 
triangles, obtained a result to within 14 per cent. 

Figure 6 illustrates the load-deflection responses obtained using linear and cubic strain 
triangles. The former, with a mesh of 143 elements and 632 degrees of freedom, overestimates 
the exact collapse load by some 7 per cent. With 48 elements and 826 degrees of freedom, the 
cubic strain triangle captures the PrandtlI7 limit load to within 1 per cent. 

All of the above findings support the predictions of Table I: i.e. providing a sufficiently refined 
mesh is used, the linear strain triangle, the cubic strain triangle, the 8-noded quadrilateral, and 
the 12-noded quadrilateral will, under incompressible plane strain conditions, estimate the true 
limit load adequately. In the results shown, for all of the finer mesh configurations, it may be 
noted that the terminal gradient of the load-deflection responses is almost zero (typically less 
than 0.1 per cent of the initial gradient for the 'elastic' loading range). This suggests that the 
above classes of element are capable of modelling incompressible behaviour accurately and, if 
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Figure 4. Deformation response for smooth rigid strip footing on a deep purely cohesive layer; the influence of mesh 
refinement for the 12-noded quadrilateral element 

required, impending collapse may be estimated more closely by reanalysis with a refined mesh 
arrangement. For a similar problem Toh3 has reported that the 4-noded quadrilateral element is 
incapable of accurate predictions-even when a very fine mesh is used. 

Returning to Figure 4, it is possible to verify the theory put forward in Section 2.4. For the 
most refined mesh, with seventy-two 12-noded quadrilaterals, the total number of prescribed 

6 
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Figure 5. Deformation response for smooth rigid strip footing on a deep purely cohesive layer; a comparison of 
fl-noded, and 12-noded quadrilateral element results for meshes with similar numbers of degrees of freedom 
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degrees of freedom is 88. The total number of constraints imposed by incompressibility equals 
72 x 10 = 720. Hence, there are a total of 808 constraints on the unknown velocities in the 
governing equations. However, since this is less than the total number of degrees of freedom (i.e. 
824), the system is not over-constrained and this explains the observed performance of the grid. 
Alternatively, it is possible to examine the behaviour of the grid using equation (24) (which 
reduces to equation (26) for the 12-noded quadrilateral under plane strain conditions). Noting 
that the connectivity c, is equal to 1 for this problem, the inequality to be satisfied is 

All results for imposed displacement analysis 
Linear strain triangles with 7-point integration 
Cubic stroin triangles with  12-point integration 

For the grid SRF3, the total number of unrestrained degrees of freedom on the domain 
boundary, u, is equal to 116. As this is greater than the right-hand side, which is given by 
88 -4  = 84, the inequality is satisfied and the mesh arrangement is again deemed to be 
satisfactory. This check can also be applied to the grids shown in Figures 5 and 6 with similar 
results. 

I I I I I I I I I 

2 L 6 8 10 12 16 16 18 100(footing displacemen E) 

Figure 6. Deformation response for smooth rigid strip footing on a deep purely cohesive layer; linear strain and cubic 
strain triangle results 

3.2. Smooth rigid circular footing on a deep purely cohesive undrained layer 

The exact expression for the collapse load of a smooth rigid circular footing resting on a 
Tresca-type layer has been given by Shield.'' Figure 7 illustrates the deformation response for 
this example from a variety of 12-noded quadrilateral element analyses. Even for arrangement 
SRF3, with 72 elements and 824 degrees of freedom, no limit load is attained and the curve 
simply rises at an approximately constant gradient beyond the theoretical value of 5.69Cu. This 
trait has also been observed for 4-noded quadrilateral elements, when used for similar 
problems, by Sloan.' 
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Figure 7 .  Deformation response for smooth rigid circular footing on a deep purely cohesive layer; the influence of mesh 
refinement for the 12-noded quadrilateral element 

Because of the increased complexity of stress state in going from plane strain to axisymmetric 
conditions,t the analysis is more sensitive to mesh arrangement than the rigid strip footing case 
but, nonetheless, the error indicated is unlikely to be caused by the effects of inadequate 
discretization alone. 

For the same example, the load-deflection curves from grids using linear and cubic strain 
triangles are shown in Figure 8. Even with a mesh of 143 elements and 632 degrees of freedom, 
the low order element is unable to capture the exact collapse load within reasonable bounds. 
Indeed, at the end of the computation, the deformation response indicates that the load being 
carried by the soil mass is some 27 per cent in excess of the theoretical load capacity. As with the 
fine mesh of 12-noded quadrilaterals, the footing appears to 'lock-up' in the fully plastic range, 
and an almost linear response with constant terminal gradient, is observed. In contrast to these 
results, the mesh of 48 cubic strain triangles, with 826 degrees of freedom, furnishes a limit load 
which agrees with the exact solution of ShieldI8 to within 4 per cent. 

Rowe,S using constant strain triangles for similar problems to this, has also concluded that, 
regardless of how many elements are employed, accurate predictions of collapse cannot be 
achieved. Other reports of undrained axisymmetric footing analyses in the literature are scarce, 
and this may perhaps be a silent testament of the difficulties encountered. 

Although by no means complete, the available data again seem to verify the predictions of 
Table I, i.e. that none of the traditional lower order elements are satisfactory for incompressible 
plasticity problems which involve axial symmetry. As discussed earlier, the use of reduced 

t In this problem, numerical difficulties also arise with singularities in the Tresca yield surface. This is dealt with by 
assuming a von Mises cylinder at these points. As noted by Nayak and Zienkiewin," this corresponds to rounding off 
the corners and is justifiable on physical grounds. 

$ R .  K.  Rowe, private communication. 
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integration may improve the performance of some of these elements, by relaxing the require- 
ment of zero volume change throughout the element. 

Repeating the analysis of Section 2.4 for the axisymmetric mesh of seventy-two 12-noded 
quadrilaterals (mesh SRF3 of Figure 7), it becomes clear as to why this configuration is incapable 
of simulating an incompressible collapse state accurately. Since there are 13 incompressibility 
constraints per element in this case (Table I), the total number of material constraints is equal to 
72 x 13 = 936. As for the plane strain grid, the number of degrees of freedom for which 
velocities are prescribed is 88. Consequently, in total, there are 1024 constraints on the nodal 
velocities. Since these exceed the total number of degrees of freedom available, the analysis is 
unable to simulate the constant volume condition accurately. In contrast, for the cubic strain 
triangle mesh of Figure 8, the total number of constraints on the nodal velocities is equal to 
48 x 15 + 40 = 760. As this is less than the 826 degrees of freedom present in the governing 
equations, the mesh is not over-constrained and is able to estimate impending collapse with 
sufficient accuracy. 

3.3. Considerations of efficiency 

In the earlier days of finite element analysis, most of the elements in common use possessed 
nodes at their vertices only. Although higher order formulations were available (e.g. those 
proposed by Ergatoudis these led to a drastic increase in the bandwidth and, because of 
the prevalence of bandwidth-type solvers, it was still thought more economic to use lower order 
elements. This major disadvantage, however, was removed with the advent of the frontal 
solution technique (Melosh and B a m f ~ r d , ~ ~  Irons,” Hinton and Owen,24 Szalwinski”). In this 
procedure which interleaves assembly and elimination, the overall global stiffness matrix is 
never explicitly formed and, as a result of the algorithm, its efficiency is essentially a function of 
element numbering. Additional attractions of the method are as follows: 
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(i) A particular mesh can, in many circumstances, be refined without requiring significant 
modifications to the input data. (This is especially convenient if the mesh data is not 
generated automatically.) For a bandwidth solver, grid refinement will often demand a 
complete nodal re-numbering in order to preserve an acceptable bandwidth. 

(ii) It is easier to use efficiently for complicated two- and three-dimensional structures. When 
using a bandwidth technique for these applications, it is often necessary to resort to 
intricate automatic node re-numbering algorithms to procure an acceptable bandwidth. 

(iii) Theoretically, it will always perform at least as well as the bandwidth solvers: both in 
terms of efficiency and accuracy (Irons,” Irons and Ahmad”). Some comparisons have 
already been given in the literature to substantiate this claim; e.g. by Sloan4 and by Light 
and Luxmoore.” 

(iv) For higher order elements with interior nodes, interior degrees of freedom are handled 
efficiently as a matter of course. No modifications to the procedure are necessary. 

Indeed, the ideas presented in Section 2.3 exploit the ability of the frontal solution algorithm 
to cope with higher order formulations. In order to illustrate that these elements are feasible 
from an economic standpoint, it is instructive to consider the timing statistics for the cubic strain 
triangle analyses. Mesh SRF7 (Figure 8), with 48 cubic strain triangles and 826 degrees of 
freedom, consumed approximately 300 seconds of CPU time and 150 seconds of 1 /0  time on 
the IBM 370/165 installation at Cambridge. In this analysis, 10 sub-increments were used 
within each of the 50 imposed displacement increments, and an equilibrium correction was 
applied at the conclusion of each step. Although a detailed description of the programme used to 
obtain these timings is outside the scope of the current work, the following essential points may 
be noted. 

(i) The element stiffness matrices, which are computed term by term to eliminate unneces- 
sary zero multiplications, are stored on disc. Only the upper triangle of the matrix is dealt 
with and, when required, entries are read back into core one element at a time. 

(ii) The strain rate-nodal velocity relations are stored on disc. As with the stiffness terms, 
these are read back into core element by element. 

(iii) All equations are solved in-core using the frontal scheme described by Szalwinski.” 
(iv) Where necessary, all fundamental calculations are in IBM double precision (i.e. a 64-bit 

(v) Standard FORTRAN IV language syntax is rigorously adhered to in all subroutines. 
(vi) For improved run-time performance, all arrays are one-dimensional. 

Although these arrangements are not claimed to be optimal, they do allow accurate calculations 
to be conducted at a reasonable cost. The optimum for a specific programme will, of course, vary 
from one installation to another. 

word length). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that enforcing the condition of zero volume change throughout a finite 
element leads to the generation of constraints on the deformation of that element. In order to 
obtain satisfactory collapse loads for undrained problems in soil mechanics, the number of 
degrees of freedom within each element must be greater than the number of constraints imposed 
by the condition of zero volume change. The ratio of degrees of freedom per element to 
constraints per element has been computed for a number of triangular and quadrilateral 
elements. While all elements (except the 4-noded quadrilateral) turn out to be suitable for 
analysing plasticity problems in plane strain configurations, only the cubic strain triangle is 
satisfactory for axisymmetric configurations. 
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The use of reduced integration can lower the number of constraints per element, improving 
the performance of the lower order elements, especially for axisymmetric problems. However, 
this improvement is obtained at the cost of relaxing the incompressibility condition, except at the 
specific integration points. 

The limitations of different element types for plasticity problems were deduced from 
theoretical considerations, assuming the limiting case of an infinitely fine mesh. The results of 
the analysis have been extended to meshes with a finite number of elements and the conclusions 
as to suitability of element have been checked by means of numerical analyses. The test 
problems chosen were those of plane strain and circular footings--especially severe tests owing 
to the steep strain gradients in the vicinity of the footing. 

The results of the numerical analyses confirm the theoretical predictions. For plane strain 
problems, collapse loads for the footings can be estimated with good accuracy for all the 
elements considered. Furthermore, as long as care is exercised in the choice of algorithm and 
programming techniques, solution costs will be reasonable. 

On the other hand, for the circular footings, the only element found to be suitable was the 
cubic strain triangle. This result has far-reaching implications for geotechnical problems. If a 
fully compatible finite element analysis of an undrained problem is required, it is essential to use 
such a higher order element. With lower order elements, the cumulative effect of not being able 
to satisfy the incompressibility constraints on the nodal velocities for each increment, may cause 
the entire load-deflection response to be in error. 

Although a rigorous extension of the theory to a drained loading condition has not been given, 
it is evident that similar problems of over-constraint will arise. Nearing collapse, the number of 
constraints per element can be calculated from the ratio of the total strain rates. For a material 
with a Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, and an associated or non-associated flow rule, the ratio of 
the plastic strain rates will be constant. Thus, if it is assumed that the elastic strain rates are 
negligible as collapse is approached, it is necessary that the elements are capable of deforming 
with a constant rate of dilatation (throughout the plastic region) in order that collapse is 
predicted accurately. The arguments for determining the suitability of an element are then 
similar to those developed for undrained loading. 
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NOTATION 

All notation and symbols are defined where they first appear in the text. For convenience, the 
most frequently used symbols and their meanings are listed below. 

C, = number of constraints per element on the nodal velocities which are enforced by 
incompressibility 

C, = undrained soil cohesion 
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c =connectivity 
[Or-,] = elastoplastic constitutive matrix 

E =elastic Young's modulus 
e,, = deviatoric strain rate tensor 
G = elastic shear modulus 
J = Jacobian matrix 

K = elastic bulk modulus 
1 = number of nodes on boundary of arbitrary domain 
m = element constant 
N, = element shape function for node i 
P = surface pressure 
p = number of interior degrees of freedom for a domain of arbitrary shape 
r = axisymmetric global coordinate; number of restrained degrees of freedom 

S = arbitrary surface area over which surface tractions are prescribed 
s,, = deviatoric stress rate tensor 
Tz = surface traction rate tensor 
u = number of unrestrained degrees of freedom on boundary of arbitrary domain 
u = global velocity in x -  and r-directions 
u, = velocity tensor 
V = arbitrary volume 

d = global velocity in y- and z-directions 
x = plane strain global coordinate 
y = plane strain global coordinate 
y = material unit weight 
{i} =vector of total strain rates 
d,, =strain rate tensor 

ikk =volumetric strain rate tensor 
77 = normalized element coordinate 

0: = internal angle for node i of element e 
v = elastic Poisson's ratio 
6 = normalized element coordinate 

on boundary of arbitrary domain 

Velemenr = arbitrary elemental volume 

u,, = stress tensor 
c+,, = stress rate tensor 
& = undrained angle of internal friction 
4" = undrained angle of dilatation 

APPENDIX I 

For an arbitrarily skewed assemblage of 4-noded quadrilaterals, where the local element 
coordinates (5, 77) are no longer coincident with the global coordinates ( x ,  y),  the velocities at 
any point within the element may be written as 
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Invoking the chain rule 

and 

ari ari a' aL; a77 
ax a'ax a77 ax 
-=--+-- 

Differentiating equations (Al) ,  inserting in (A2), and utilizing the incompressibility condition 
furnishes 

From the definition of the Jacobian 

-=- a' ay /de t J  
ax a77 

ax a' 
a t  ax 
aY a77 

a77 ax 
- = -/det J 
aY a6 

9 = - dy/det J 

_-  - - -/det J 

where det J is the determinant of the Jacobian (which is non-zero for an element of finite 
dimensions) and is given by 

Equation (A3) is therefore equivalent to 

For an isoparametric formulation, the coordinate and displacement polynomial expansions 

The location of any point within a 4-noded quadrilateral element may thus be defined as 
are of the same order. 

where the PI,  P 2 ,  . . . , P8 are functions of nodal coordinates only. Differentiating with respect to 
6 and 77, substituting in equation (A4), and collecting terms yields 

a3P6- a287 - a7P2 + a6P3 + (ff3pl3 - a4P4 - a 7 @ 4 +  a8P3)t 

+ ( a 4 P 6 - a Z P 8 -  f fUP2+a6/34)77 + (a4P8-a4PU - a U P 4 +  aUP4)677 = 0 
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Since this equation must be satisfied regardless of 5 and 77 and because the P I ,  l j 2 , .  . . , l j s  are 
constants, this implies 

ff4P6- a 2 0 8  -CUSP2 + a6P4 = 0 

a 3 P n - a o P 4 - a 7 8 4 + a n P 3  = 0 

f f B P 6 - a 2 8 7 - f f ? P Z +  a 6 P 3  = 0 

Hence, again there are 3 constraints per element on the kinematically admissible deformation 
modes-the same as for the case of regular rectangles with local and global axes aligned as 
shown in Figure 2. 

5 four-noded quadrilateral 
elements r, 6 

2L degrees of freedom 

Figure 9. Thick-walled cylinder subjected to internal pressure 

APPENDIX I1 

Consider the grid for the thick-walled cylinder subjected to internal pressure shown in Figure 9. 
Assuming, for simplicity, that the local and global axes are aligned as illustrated, the velocities at 
any point within each element can be expressed as 

L ~ = C Y ~ + C Y ~ T + ( Y J Z + Q ~ T Z  

v = a 5 + a 63  + a -/z + a grz 

Geometrical constraints dictate that no vertical movement can take place. Therefore, the 
a3, as, . . . , ag are, by definition of the problem, equal to zero. Thus, for this case, the velocity 
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expansions for each element are given by 

u = a l + a 2 r  

d = O  

The corresponding strain rates are 

. a l i  
ar 

& , = - = f f 2  

u 
r 

i, = - = ( a I + a z r ) / r  

Now, incompressibility demands that 

i, +€, +$, = 0 

that is, 

Q 1 ( t) + 2ff 2 = 0 

If 2 x 2 numerical integration is used, this implies that 

Thus, the constant volume condition imposes 2 constraints on the kinematically admissible 
nodal velocities for each element. 

For the thick cylinder geometry indicated in Figure 9, with a mesh of 5 four-noded 
quadrilaterals and a Tresca yield criterion (G/C = 1,000, v = 0-3), Sloan* has noted that a finite 
element analysis furnishes a load-deflection response which is in close agreement with the exact 
solution of Hill." In this example, where the material properties correspond to those of a metal 
(hence permitting some volume change to occur in the elastic regions), the grid would be 
expected to behave at its worst nearing the limit pressure. It is in this vicinity, when the plastic 
zone has propagated to the outer boundary, that the constant volume condition must be satisfied 
globally in order to simulate collapse correctly. Just prior to reaching this state, for the mesh of 
Figure 9, the total number of incompressibility constraints equals 5 x 2 = 10. As the total 
number of prescribed boundary displacements is equal to 12, the total number of constraints on 
the finite element equations is therefore equal to 22. However, since this is less than the total 
number of unrestrained degrees of freedom (i.e. 24), it is expected that a finite element 
calculation would furnish an accurate response. Of course it is also necessary to use a sufficiently 
fine discretization to be able to capture the true solution closely enough. 

APPENDIX 111 

In this appendix, the shape functions, and their derivatives, for the 15-noded cubic strain 
triangle are given (in a form suitable for programming). For this element, the intermediate edge 
nodes are located at quarter-points along the boundary, as indicated in Figure 10. If L 1 ,  Lz  and 
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Figure 10. Isoparametric 15-noded cubic strain triangle 

L3 denote area coordinates, and for convenience 
1 i T l = ( L l - & )  T4=(~!,2-&) T7=(L3-;) 

T2 = ( L ,  -5) T5 = (L2 -$) T8 = ( L ,  -3)  

T3 = (L1-2) T6 = (L2-t) T9 = (L3-f) 

1 

then the shape functions may be summarized as follows: 
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Although not often emphasized, the use of triangular coordinates simply represents a one-to- 
one geometric mapping, as shown by the model triangle in Figure 11. When viewed in this sense, 
the development of isoparametric (or subparametric) formulations for triangles closely parallels 
that of the conceptually simpler quadrilaterals. 

The shape function, for any node i of a triangle, is a function of the three area coordinates, i.e. 

Ni =N(LI, Lz, L3) 

L2 t 

L,= 0 

L, = o  

Figure 1 1. Mapping of 15-noded cubic strain triangle using area coordinates 

Hence, by employing the chain rule, the derivatives with respect to L1 and L2 (equivalent to C$ 
and 7 for the quadrilaterals in Zienkiewicz’) are given by 

-=-1+12+-- aNi aNi aL aN.aL aNi a~~ 
aL1 a ~ ]  aL1 a ~ ~ a ~ ]  a ~ ~ a ~ ~  
aNi aNiaL1 aNi a~~ aN; a ~ ,  
a~~ aL1 a~~ a~~ a~~ a~~ a~~ 
-=--+--+-- 

However, since there are only two independent coordinates, L1 and L2, and L3 = 1 - L1- L2, 
then 

aN, aNi aNi 
aL1 aL1 a~~ 
aNi aNi aNi 
a~~ a~~ a~~ 

-=--- 

-=--- 

Adopting the same notation as before, the derivatives of the shape functions are as follows: 

derivatives with respect to LI 
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derivatives with respect to L2 
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